Former Fulbright Visiting Scholars to OSU
Source: Council for International Exchange of Scholars (CIES)

2011-12
Ikhuoria, Esther; Chemistry; Nigeria

2010-2011
Adhikari, Danda; Physical Sciences; Nepal
Cheng, Tsung Chi; Physical Sciences; Taiwan
Polovsky, Andriy; Social Sciences; Ukraine
Sannasi Annamalaisamy, Sannasiraj; Engineering; India
St Onge, Guillaume; Physical Sciences; Canada

2009-2010
Arko, Matevz; Medical Sciences; Slovenia
Belusic, Danijel; Environmental Sciences; Croatia
Kovacs, Gabor; Biological Sciences; Hungary
Lutjeharms, Johann; Environmental Sciences; South Africa *
Mezaka, Anna; Biological Sciences; Latvia Racha
Setty, Siddappa; Environmental Sciences; India
Sebera, Vaclav; Engineering; Czech Republic
Tidou Epouse Boga, Abiba Sanogo; Environmental Sciences; Cote d'Ivoire

2008-2009
Derbel, Faiza; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Tunisia
Ekanem, Justine; Medical Sciences; Nigeria
Gworgwor, Nuhu; Agriculture; Nigeria
Hashem, Abul; Agriculture; Australia
Sayab, Muhammad; Geology; Pakistan *

2007-2008
Martinez Munoz, Gonzalo; Computer Science; Spain

2006-2007
Bamaga, Omar; Engineering; Yemen
Drinkine, Jessica; Engineering; France
Pommier, Regis; Engineering; France

2005-2006
Grau, Roberto; Biological Sciences; Argentina *
Martinez de Gheresa, Maria; Environmental Sciences; Argentina
Mason, Euan; Environmental Sciences; New Zealand *

2004-2005
Aguilar, Glenn; Engineering; Philippines
Almutlaq, Khalid; Agriculture; Saudi Arabia
D'Arcy, Julian; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Iceland
Sukchuen, Nattakarn; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Thailand

2003-2004
Barbeito Erba, Luis; Medical Sciences; Uruguay
Gheresa, Claudio; Agriculture; Argentina
Guedes Abrantes, Fatima Filomena; Geology; Portugal
Kurbanov, Eldar; Environmental Sciences; Russia
Plazl, Igor; Engineering; Slovenia

2002-2003
Djouraev, Abdourahim; Education; Tajikistan
Fentabile, Tesfaye; Environmental Sciences; Ethiopia
Lee, Su-See; Biological Sciences; Malaysia

2001-2002
Dominguez, Laura; Biological Sciences; Argentina *

2000-2001
None indicated

* Indicates a scholar with multiple affiliations.